Intracardiac echocardiography for registration of rotational angiography-based left atrial reconstructions: a novel approach integrating two intraprocedural three-dimensional imaging techniques in atrial fibrillation ablation.
Image integration of three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of left atrial (LA) and pulmonary vein (PV) anatomy into electroanatomical mapping (EAM) plays a major role in atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation. Point-by-point EAM is commonly used for registration of imported LA and PV anatomy. We aimed to assess the accuracy of intraprocedural rotational angiography-based LA imaging registered by spatial reconstruction of intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) in patients undergoing AF ablation. Twenty-two patients (11 males, 66 ± 12 years) were studied. Reconstructions of LA and PVs based on rotational angiography were registered by a second 3D reconstruction based on ICE. In a second step, EAM points were added to ICE 3D reconstructions. A 3D image of the LA and PVs was reconstructed in all patients by both imaging modalities. Rotational angiography and ICE-based LA 3D reconstructions took 11.5 ± 5.2 and 20.4 ± 11.2 min, respectively. A total of 17 ± 6 two-dimensional ICE fans were used for spatial reconstruction of ICE. The deviation between the two 3D shells was 2.6 ± 0.5 mm. Integration of 78 ± 58 EAM points into ICE 3D reconstruction did not significantly reduce the deviation to rotational angiography-based reconstructions (2.7 ± 0.6 mm). All PVs were isolated successfully. Intraprocedural 3D reconstruction of LA and PVs for ablation of AF is feasible based on both rotational angiography and ICE. LA reconstructions based on rotational angiography can accurately be registered using 3D ICE shells. Additional EAM does not enhance accuracy. Therefore, registration of rotational angiography-based 3D reconstructions by 3D reconstructions from ICE seems to be an alternative technique to support AF ablation.